
One shared mobility partner 
was able to reduce physical 
damage at-fault incidents 
from 17 to 0 after working 
with Arity for just 8 months.

Whether you’re just starting out or actively growing your platform, Arity’s 
solutions help you harness the power of mobility data to manage risk up 
front and over time. 

You can start predicting risk the moment members apply – and the more 
members drive, the more you can capture, analyze, and leverage actual 
driving behavior to continually help control risk and optimize costs. 

Depending on the level of detail you need, Arity offers flexible integration 
options including API, OBD-II, and mobile SDK.

Shared Mobility Solutions

Mobility insights built for the 
sharing economy
At Arity, our predictive insights and comprehensive risk analytics are designed 
to help shared mobility companies reduce their operational and insurance 
costs. With Shared Mobility Solutions, you can enhance the way you manage 
your drivers and vehicles while opening new doors for coverage options.

$

What we offer



THE ARITY DIFFERENCE 

We’re experts in predicting how people and vehicles 
relate to on-the-road safety. Our unique set of claims 
data tied with driving data helps you to control risk and 
evaluate returns every step of the way.

Ready to learn more? Let’s start a conversation. 
sharedmobility@arity.com | arity.com/mobility

Improve Driver Management
 : Determine which drivers are right for your platform before 

anyone drives a mile 

 : Help ensure drivers are staying responsible and safe

 : Understand when drivers are driving for your platform 

 : Offer timely assistance when drivers need it 

Optimize Vehicle Management
 : Understand how your vehicles are being driven 

and help ensure every vehicle is well-treated

 : Quickly recover damaged vehicles 

 : See how individual drivers impact the vehicles they drive

Rethink Insurance Coverage
 : Help insurers better evaluate the risks associated with 

your business, using variables they understand 

 : Demonstrate how your business works in action 
with comprehensive analytics of your platform

 : Settle claims more quickly with deeper insights 

 : Explore new ways to redefine your coverage

Solutions for your needs
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